
Virtual Classroom &

Learning Management System
Innovating education! 
We bring you the most extensive and feature-rich VC LMS (online learning) solution 
upskilling learners for a brighter tomorrow.

Model No - Impact  VCLMS300



Create your own 
Content Library

We provide opportunities for both teachers and students to construct their own content 
library for easy reference in the classroom. Teachers and students can prepare a list of 
multimedia files like presentations, documents, PDFs, and excels before commencing 
the classroom preventing last-minute hustle to conduct effective sessions.

A breakout room 
for individual attention

Breakout Rooms allow teachers to split learners into multiple smaller groups 
facilitating a more personalized learning experience and peer-to-peer 
participation. Breakout rooms can assist all sorts of students’ needs and wants.

Comprehensive assessments 
with detailed monitoring

Access to eminent attributes like online cheat-proof assessments, projects, and 
assignments, quiz tools, online test conduction and report generation, auto 
certificate generation, and proctor exams to avoid cheating to help learners 
evaluate their growth

Advanced Gamification 
for an engaging session

We deliver tailor-made gamified lessons to make concepts easier to understand. 
Perfectly conceptualized and well-designed gamified sessions help in delivering 
interactive lessons engaging students without losing sight of their learning objectives.

Enhance virtual engagement 
among learners

Option to record live classes, sharing and learning by uploading documents, 
notes, videos, and even screen, discussion platforms like Chatroom, Hand Rise 
options, Emojis choices allow students to ensure active participation in learning. 
Also, Videos can be optimized in the resolution of low, medium, and high 
allowing you to serve all levels of WIFI bandwidth.

Guided Career 
Pathways

We provide you with proper guidance in choosing the defined domains shaping 
and creating your learning paths. Based on students’ competencies, we assure 
suggestive assessed platforms following students’ overall results and 
assignments.



*Due to continuous product development, the specifications may change without prior notice.
 **Product image(s) are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

Virtual Classroom with Learning Management Solution

Ÿ 10 GB cloud storage per user

Ÿ Attendance sheet for student & Teacher

Ÿ Manage Class/Divisons/Batches wise

Ÿ Digital detailed report generation

Ÿ Up to 300 hundred participants per meeting

Ÿ Course creation using docs, slides, Youtube videos, audio les, assignments, questions, assessments exams

Ÿ Single/Bulk Registration

Ÿ Up to 30 hours unlimited group meetings

Ÿ Support end-users to enroll in online classes

Ÿ Can create roles and permissions to Admin, Manager, Teacher, Student, Parent Login 

Ÿ Discussion Forum

Ÿ Invitation & enrolling process should be through link, system process, individual and batch invitation 

Ÿ Summary in courses

Ÿ User prole management: user can personal space save draft message, links, notes etc. to access later, update prole picture, prole description, reports of 
today’s logs, all logs, outline report, complete report, browser sessions, grades overview, grade, login activity, course and enrolled 

Ÿ Can create category and course management 

Ÿ User message management: user can message to individual into contact list, message to group, message to private or starred to particular user

Ÿ User dashboard management: user can view and edit their prole, can message, setting up roles and permissions, grades, can create course, create users, 
view and edit reports

Ÿ Bulk import from Excel, PDF, Word

Ÿ Multiple type of Question: MCQ, Fill in the Blanks, True and False, Objective, Subjective, Paragraph Question, Matrix table

Ÿ Monitors of the users from the Admin panel after completion of test

Ÿ Question bank library management 

Ÿ Test creator can set time duration for each question

Ÿ Test progress reports can be visible

Ÿ Digital test reports of the individual users

Ÿ Test progress speed/Accuracy/Score of the Users

Ÿ Group test for selected users

Ÿ Multi-User Whiteboard: Multi-user whiteboard for student engagement

Ÿ Shared Notes: Shared notes for easier group collaboration

Ÿ Chat: Public and private chat

Ÿ Screen Share: Easy, intuitive screen sharing that keep students engaged

Ÿ Emojis: Student feedback through the use of Emojis

Ÿ Polling: Quick And Easy Polling That Encourage More Student Engagement

Ÿ Hand Rise: A hand-raising feature

Ÿ Video Share: The ability to easily share video links within the main presentation area and playback is controlled by the instructor

Ÿ Individual login for students, Teachers, Parents, Principal/Admin

Ÿ Learner's can review the test post exam completion

Ÿ Negative Marking 

Ÿ Document Upload: Easy presentation upload with the support for PDF, text, images and Microsoft PowerPoint, Word, and Excel documents

Ÿ Whiteboard: Whiteboard annotation of slides for highlighting content

Ÿ Breakout Rooms: Breakout rooms to get students engaged in collaborative learning

Ÿ Video Options: Low, medium, and high-resolution video options that serve all levels of WIFI bandwidth

Customizable creative course
creation for teachers

We understand what teachers need; therefore, we have come up with a better option of 
customizable creative courses for teachers to enhance flexibility and productivity. 
Teachers are given the freedom to prepare coursework, quiz questions, and many more 
unlocking immersive experiences.
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